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Research questions

■ Do foreign firms or local firms hire women 

executives in the GCC? 

■ Does the social capital of a firm (its age, size, and 

foreign status) influence its managerial hiring 

outcomes?

■ And does a firm’s social capital influence whether 

women are placed in supervisory roles? 



Preview of Findings

■ Small and local firms, rather than large and 

foreign firms, are more likely to have a female 

executive in the GCC. 

■ Female executives are least likely to hold 

supervisory roles in foreign and medium-sized 

firms and in male-dominated industries such 

as construction, and legal, accounting, and 

engineering services. 
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Background



Importance of MNCs in the GCC

Inward foreign direct investment 

stocks in the GCC have grown from 

USD24 billion to USD430 billion in 

the last two decades (UNCTAD.org 2016).



Why We Might Expect Foreign Firms to Hire More 
Female Executives

1. Source cultures of foreign firms have 

higher female labor force participation;

2. Ready supply of female human capital 

among the local population;

3. Policy incentives by host countries to hire 

locals. 



2.Ready supply of 
female human 
capital among the 
local population; 

3.Policy incentives 
by host countries to 
hire locals. 



Literature

■Organizations 

■Executives

■Gender



Hypotheses
If host country culture dominates, we expect:

■ H1-A. Foreign, larger, and older firms are less likely to hire female executives 
than local firms.

■ H2-A. We should see less women in supervisory roles (CEO, Owner, Director, 
Deputy, Manager) and more advisory roles (Senior and Signatory) at foreign, 
larger, and older firms.

If organizational firm culture dominates, we expect:

■ H1-B. Foreign, larger, and older firms are more likely to hire female 
executives than local firms.

■ H2-B. We should see more women in supervisory roles (CEO, Owner, 
Director, Deputy, Manager) and less advisory roles (Senior and Signatory) at 
foreign, larger, and older firms.



Data

■ Bureau van Dijk Electronic Publishing (BvD)’s ORBIS 

database;

■ Universe of firm data from GCC countries Kuwait, 

Qatar, UAE, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and Oman; 

■ 139,910 firms and 227,405 executives; 

■ Firm-level data comes from administrative data 

collected by local chambers of commerce and 

provided to BvD.



Method of Analysis
■ Firm-Level Binary Logistic Regression

Where 𝐻𝑗 is the binary outcome that a firm has a female executive.

■ Executive-Level Binary Logistic Regression

Where S𝑗 is the binary outcome that a female executive is a Supervisor.



Firm Results





Results: Firm Descriptives



Results: Firm Findings



Results: Executive Descriptives



Results: 
Executive 
Findings



Summary of Results

■Foreign, larger, older firms are less likely 
to hire female executives than local 
firms;

■This suggests that rather than firms 
changing culture, host country culture 
influences foreign firms to conform to 
local norms.



Possible Explanations

■ Too costly to maintain source country 
management hiring practices

■ Smaller/local firms may be more attractive to 
local women

■ Local firms may have more Social Capital and 
Foreign firms may hold a Cultural Difference 
Assumption

Your thoughts?



Conclusions

■ Foreign firms conform to host culture, and small and 

local firms appear to take the lead in cultural change 

when it comes to female hiring practices.



Next Steps

■Executives and hiring manager surveys

■Case studies

■Partner with firms to try out recruitment and 

retention projects

■Survey students and alumni to understand 

career investments and preferences
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